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Abstract
Structured light scanning is ubiquitous in 3D acquisition. It is capable of capturing high geometric detail at a low cost under a variety of challenging scene conditions. Recent methods have demonstrated robustness in the presence of artifacts due to global illumination, such as inter-reflections and sub-surface scattering, as well as imperfections caused by projector defocus. For comparing approaches, however, the quantitative evaluation of structured lighting schemes is hindered by the challenges in obtaining ground truth data, resulting in a poor understanding for these methods across a wide range of shapes, materials, and lighting configurations. In this paper, we present a benchmark to study the performance of structured lighting algorithms in the presence of errors caused due to the above properties of the scene. In order to do this, we construct a synthetic structured lighting scanner that uses advanced physically based rendering techniques to simulate the point cloud acquisition process. We show that, under conditions similar to that of a real scanner, our synthetic scanner replicates the same artifacts found in the output of a real scanner. Using this synthetic scanner, we perform a quantitative evaluation of four different structured lighting techniques – gray-code patterns, micro-phase shifting, ensemble codes, and unstructured light scanning. The evaluation, performed on a variety of scenes, demonstrate that no one method is capable of adequately handling all sources of error – each method is appropriate for addressing distinct sources of error.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Raytracing—I.4.1 [Digitization and Image Capture]: Reflectance—Scanning

1. Introduction

Three dimensional measurement of objects (3D scanning) is an ubiquitous technology because of its great variety of applications to the industrial and scientific communities, including reverse engineering, prototyping, archaeological documentation and industrial design. There has been much research during the last two decades to create better 3D scanners, a majority of which introduces key concepts that refine and advance the state of the art. See [Bla04, LT09, Gen11] for good survey papers on this subject.

Active stereo scanners, specifically those based on digital structured-lighting (SL) projectors, are widely used because of their speed and precision. Using known calibration objects like a checkerboard, the imaging properties of the camera and the projector may be estimated. This allows a single 3D line to be drawn from each of the device’s center of projection through a 3D point. The intersection of these two lines is then used to recover the depth of the point. To overcome the correspondence problem between the camera and projector pixels, SL scanners use multiple stripes that are projected simultaneously on the object. Popular techniques for pattern projection include binary coded patterns [SCL97, GLT96, XA09, GAVN13], and phase shift patterns [CSL08, GN12].

Compared to passive methods and laser scanners, SL scanners are often more sensitive to surface material properties. This is especially true in the presence of global illumination, where inter-reflection due to strongly reflective materials and sub-surface scattering of translucent materials, often violate assumptions made by SL scanners. Additionally, the illumination defocus of the projector also causes errors during the correspondence process. Many of the above mentioned techniques work towards solving these issues.

Despite the vast amount of work in SL scanners, there are significant shortcomings in evaluating the performance of different correspondence techniques with various shapes
and material properties. Part of the difficulty in establishing a comprehensive set of experiments for such an evaluation is the large variability of shapes and material properties. These experiments typically operate on objects for which there does not exist a computational representation of the surface from which the point cloud was measured. The different SL scanning approaches therefore resort to acquiring ground truth manually from the captured images. Moreover, in addition to the difficulty in obtaining similar objects with different materials, it is also difficult and cumbersome to manually evaluate multiple objects. An exhaustive evaluation is therefore not feasible.

1.1. Contributions

In this paper, we comprehensively evaluate SL techniques in a synthetic manner using photo-realistic rendering techniques. A synthetic setting allows us to evaluate these algorithms over a wide range of controllable conditions in a realistic manner, allowing us to perform evaluation at a scale which previous techniques fail to address. We produce realistic patterns for arbitrary SL methods by simulating various global illumination phenomena. We evaluate SL techniques with respect to three common sources of error: projector defocus, interreflections, and subsurface scattering. For each type of error, we show that the projected synthesized patterns produced via photo-realistic rendering retain the properties of a real SL scanner, where we present a scheme to validate our model on real data.

We use the simulator to compare and benchmark state of the art correspondence algorithms, namely – 1) the popular Gray-code pattern [LT09], 2) using an ensemble of codes [GAVN13], 3) the micro phase shifting technique [GN12], and 4) unstructured lighting technique [CMR11]. The algorithms are evaluated for a variety of scenarios that represent different material and shape properties. A global illumination simulator provides us with fine-grained control in evaluating different properties of interest, where we evaluate these algorithms by varying intuitive parameters for each type of experiment – see Figure 1 for an overview of our approach. More specifically, we evaluate projector defocus by varying the aperture of the projector, we evaluate interreflections by varying the level of reflectivity, and we evaluate subsurface scattering by varying the distance light is permitted to travel in the shape’s interior. Furthermore, we also consider how these methods behave when a shape is undergoing a deformation from being convex to concave, assuming a fixed BRDF. This allows us to smoothly vary the amount of interreflections present in the scene.

Our experiments highlight a number of advantages and shortcomings of existing SL techniques. In particular, we demonstrate that no one method is capable of adequately handling all sources of error – each method is appropriate for addressing distinct sources of error. We will be making the above benchmark public, so as to enable the comparisons of future algorithms with the current state of the art.

2. Related Work

There has been recent work on comparing stereo reconstruction algorithms, and creating benchmarks for them. Szeliski and Sabih [SZ00] compared the performance of multiple stereo algorithms. Scharstein and Szeliski [SS02] extended this comparison and provided an additional taxonomy of dense, two-frame stereo algorithms. In particular, they did this by assessing the different components and design decisions used in these algorithms.

Seitz et al. [SCD’06] provided a quantitative comparison of multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithms. In order to enable such a comparison of the algorithms, they introduced benchmark images registered with ground truth. They were the first to propose such a benchmark for stereo algorithms. Until this work, all comparisons were qualitative, and was performed using a physical set up, which was not only cumbersome and time-consuming, but was also not exhaustive.

More recently, Gruna and Irgenfried [GI12] developed a vision simulator to generate photo-realistic images of a given scene for varying lighting conditions. This simulator was used to generating various images to be used for comparing
image processing algorithms. Berger et al. [BLN*13] provided a benchmark for the evaluation and comparison of surface reconstruction algorithms. In order to do so, they simulated a triangulation-based laser scanner, and used a variety of surface meshes having different properties to obtain the point set that is used by the surface construction algorithms.

With respect to coding patterns used in structured light based scanners, the only comparison available is between the different patterns that are used. The survey presented in Battle et al. [BMS98] provided a qualitative comparison of the different coding patterns used in SL scanners. The survey by Salvi et al. [SPB04] also compares different coding patterns. However, they presented a quantitative analysis of the different patterns using a plain white surface. Additionally, they performed a qualitative comparison of the coding patterns using two surface meshes as input. Xu and Aliaga [XA09] study the performance of Gray code patterns with respect to inter-reflections, and use the analysis to design an iterative algorithm that repeatedly uses Gray code patterns to progressively obtain more accuracy. Salvi et al. [SFPL10], later again surveyed the different coding strategies used in SL scanners. In particular, they compared the quality of 3D point sets obtained using the different strategies. Gupta et al. [GAVN11] compared the effect of global illumination for different coding patterns with the aim of designing a new pattern that minimizes this effect.

All the above methods used a physical set up to perform the comparisons – a time and resource consuming process. As a result, the evaluation was restricted to very few objects and materials (usually one or two). Therefore, the effect of the materials and shape of the input object, if considered, was limited in these comparisons.

3. Background

In this section we first describe the different steps involved in the SL scanning process. The different artifacts that can be caused in this process is then discussed in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we briefly describe four different correspondence algorithms that we benchmark in this paper.

3.1. Scanning Process

The SL scanning pipeline can be summarized in the following steps: image capture $\rightarrow$ correspondence $\rightarrow$ triangulation. The image capture step is the physical part of the process in which light interacts with the objects in the scene until it reaches the CCD sensors. Depending on the correspondence scheme, a set of light patterns – usually some form of stripes – are projected onto the scene from a projector which is captured by the camera. The correspondence step processes the captured images and extracts the correspondence between each pixel of the image to a pixel of the projector. The final triangulation step recovers the scene depth by intersecting two 3D lines emanating from the optical centres of the camera and projector respectively, that passes through each camera pixel and the associated pixel in the projector. When only vertical patterns are projected onto the object, the depth is obtained by intersecting rays with planes.

Figure 2 illustrates this process when the popular Gray code patterns (see Section 3.3) are used to perform the correspondence step. The physical step of this process, that of image capture, is prone to produce artifacts that could be caused due to both properties of the materials of the objects in the scene, as well as due to the projector. Different correspondence algorithms handle these artifacts in different ways. However, the final triangulation step is independent of the correspondence algorithm used.

3.2. Scanning Artifacts

Inaccuracies could occur in the images that capture the scene predominantly due to two causes – global illumination and illumination defocus. While the former is due to the material property of the objects in the scene, the latter is because of the aperture of the projector used. We now briefly discuss the artifacts that result because of these two properties.

3.2.1. Global illumination

The correspondence of a pixel in the captured image is obtained by analyzing the intensity of light on that pixel. However, in addition to the direct light illuminating an observed pixel, there also exists indirect (or global) light that illuminates it. This global light is due to inter-reflections and sub-surface scattering along the surface of an object. So, when the intensity of the illuminated pixel is predominantly due to indirect light rather than direct light, then the correspondence of that pixel is lost.
Inter-reflections are common for objects having highly reflective surfaces (such as metals). Figure 3(a) shows an example where an unlit surface can be mistaken to be lit due to inter-reflections. Subsurface scattering is common for objects having translucent surfaces. Figure 3(b) shows an example of a candle where not only the intensity of lit regions are diminished, but those of the unlit regions are also enhanced due to the subsurface scattering of light within the candle.

3.2.2. Illumination defocus

Projectors usually have a limited depth of field due to their large apertures. Hence the patterns projected is usually focused patterns along a planar region. This results in blurred patterns being projected (and captured) on parts of the objects of the scene that are not along this plane. This could lead to incorrect classification of a pixel of the captured image. Figure 4 shows an instance of the blur captured due to illumination defocus. For a detailed analysis of the problem, see the paper by Zhang and Nayar [ZN06].

3.3. Correspondence Algorithms

We now briefly describe the four correspondence techniques that we benchmark in this paper. The detailed description of the techniques can be found in the corresponding papers.

3.3.1. Gray code patterns

In the Gray-code scheme [LT09], a set of patterns with black and white interleaving stripes are projected onto the scene. The interleaving frequency, which encodes the binary level, increases over time. An image processing operation, called binary classification, is then performed on the captured images which transforms each pixel intensity of the image into a single bit. The correspondence between the camera and projector pixels is then performed through the concatenation of bits obtained from the above classification step.

3.3.2. Ensemble codes

The key idea [GAVN13] in this scheme is that errors made by different codes are nearly random. Therefore, if the depth values computed using two different codes are the same, then it can be assumed to be the correct value with high probability. Using this idea, a collection of four binary patterns, two catered to handle inter-reflection, and two catered to handle subsurface scattering, are projected onto the scene. Binary classification and pixel correspondences are then computed from the different images. If two of the depth values computed from the triangulation are within a small threshold, then this value is finally returned as the correct value.

3.3.3. Unstructured lighting scheme

The unstructured lighting scheme [CMR11] uses band-pass white noise patterns that are robust to errors caused due to inter-reflections. A number of random unstructured light patterns, N, are generated at a pre-selected band-pass frequency interval. These patterns are then projected one at a time. Each pixel corresponds to a N-dimensional vector in both the projected as well as the camera image. Pixel correspondences are then obtained by matching the N-dimensional vectors. The number of required projected images is much higher for this method compared to other methods.

3.3.4. Micro phase shifting

The micro phase shifting [GN12] technique projects sinusoidal patterns whose frequencies are limited to a narrow,
high-frequency band. This technique was designed to handle not only global illumination errors, but also errors caused due to illumination defocus. These high frequency sinusoidal patterns produce a set of images over which the effects of both global illumination as well as illumination defocus is expected to remain constant for each point in the scene. Phase unwrapping is then performed to obtain the correspondences between the pixels.

### 4. The Synthetic Scanner

The synthetic scanner simulates the optical camera-projector system and the interaction of light with the objects in the scene until it reaches the CCD sensors. The simulator is implemented over PBRT, a physically based rendering software [PH] which computes images that are physically correct. An advantage of this software is that it can run on multiple cores via OpenMP [Ope], thus decreasing the rendering time.

Each range scan shares the following scene parameters, only differing in the projected patterns:

1. **Camera x Projector devices:**
   a. Intrinsic parameters – field of view, aperture size, focal plane distance and resolution.
   b. Extrinsic parameters – Position and orientation.

2. **Model:** Material and Geometry.

**Camera and projector setup.** PBRT returns a high dynamic range image which is converted to a 8-bit image in gray scale. The resolution used for the images in our simulations is $1024 \times 768$. The camera and projector are setup along a field of view of $60^\circ$ at a distance such that the scene’s bounding box is contained in the view of both. The angle between camera and projector is set to $30^\circ$. We use a fixed brightness for the projector.

**Simulating global illumination.** The material of the model is provided using its BRDF which is used by the rendering algorithm to accurately simulate the scattering effects due to inter-reflections. The variant of the ray-tracing algorithm used to render the scan images is the Metropolis Light Transport [VG97] algorithm. Since this algorithm is unbiased, the obtained images accurately reflect the lighting as it would be in a real world scenario. PBRT also supports the rendering of the sub-surface scattering effects using BSSRDF [PH00] of the material. The algorithm implemented in PBRT employs the dipole approximation for subsurface scattering developed by Farrell et al. [FPW92] and introduced to computer graphics by Jensen et al. [JMLH01]. Figure 5 illustrates the rendering of both effects.

**Validating global illumination effects.** Due to the complex nature of global illumination, it is not obvious that PBRT is capable of producing images consistent with real data acquisition. We therefore have to validate the accuracy of the simulation. We accomplish this by using the results of the binary classification step of the scanning process. In particular, we compare the errors from binary classification that occur from the output of a real scanner to that of our synthetic scanner. As shown by Nayar et al. [NKGR06], this validation is sufficient since it can also be generalized to support artifacts caused due to phase shift patterns. Due to lack of space, the details of this validation are provided in the supplementary material.

**Simulating illumination defocus.** Consider the schematic of a scene illuminated using the projector [ZN06], as shown in Figure 6. The circle of confusion caused due to the aperture is responsible for the blurry effect. This is used to derive the illumination defocus effect of the projector in our synthetic scanner. A surface point in the scene is lit by a subset of the light field [LH96], more specifically, the set of refracted rays emitted by the projector image. Similar to the depth of field implementation in cameras [CPC84], a random sample of points in the lens of the projector is used to simulate this effect for each pixel of the camera. The refracted light is computed from these points and the corresponding pixel intensity of the projector image is stored (see Appendix for a formal derivation). The final pixel intensity is an integration of these irradiances.

Figure 7 shows the effect of defocus when applied to a model scene. Since the simulation of the defocus effect is physically based on the optical properties of the projector, in particular its aperture, it depends neither on the scene objects nor on their material properties. Therefore its accuracy can
Figure 7: Simulating illumination defocus effect of the projector. (left) Depth of the scene as seen by the projector. The focal plane is placed halfway between the maximum and minimum depth; (middle) final scene as seen by the camera; (right) details of the rectangle highlighted in the middle image.

be checked by simply following the convolution property as described in Zhang and Nayar [ZN06]. Indeed, we observe that each pixel in the blurred image (Figure 7(middle)) is the result of a low pass filter of the original pattern with a kernel whose support depends on the depth of the pixel.

5. Benchmark

In this section we present a benchmark of structured lighting algorithms resulting from our experiments. In addition to this material, we will also be making public the benchmark through a web page containing all the results and the rendered images of all the datasets used in this paper.

Experimental setup. Our experimental results are broken down into three parts:

1. Projector defocus: This experiment was parameterized by the camera aperture radius. This radius is expressed in the normalized z-coordinate of the projector reference frame, where the distance from the projector image plane to the center of lens is 1. The focal plane is placed halfway in between the maximum and minimum depths.

2. Sub-surface scattering: The mean free path was used as a parameter for this experiment. The mean free path is a parameter available in PBRT that controls the average distance that the light travels in the surface. This measure is given in meters. For reference purposes, the dragon model used in the experiments has a bounding box diagonal equal to 0.267m.

3. Inter-reflection: We use various materials with different bidirecional reflectance distribution functions (BRDF). We use the BRDF database from Matusik et al. [MPBM03] which is freely available [MER06]. Due to the availability of a wide number of materials in this database, we perform a pre-processing step to identify appropriate materials to be used for benchmarking the different techniques. We do this by first using the Gray code technique at a low rate of samples per pixel to render the scenes. We then compare the scenes with the ground truth and select a subset of 20 materials that result in the highest decoding errors (see Appendix E).

In order to obtain the best possible results, the set of patterns to be projected onto the scene in case of the Microphase and Unstructured algorithms have to be carefully chosen. In particular, if the scene has very high-frequency inter-reflections, we use higher frequency patterns. If the scene has defocus or subsurface scattering and weak inter-reflections, we use lower frequency patterns.

Evaluation measures. For each experiment, we obtain an output described by a matrix whose elements are the indices of the corresponding columns of the projector image. We use this and compute three measures to evaluate and compare the different techniques.

1. Error: We compute the error as the absolute difference of the above matrix with the ground truth. The ground truth is obtained by repeating the experiment on the input shape having a Lambertian reflectance model and in which the indirect component of the light is removed. Because the projected patterns and the decodification process is specific to a given technique, the ground truth is computed for each of the techniques. From the error matrix we extract the mean and variance statistics.

2. Valid Indices: It is possible for the different algorithms to produce outputs containing invalid column indices. These are essentially pixels for which the algorithm is unable to make a decision on the correspondence of the pixel, and therefore does not produce a column match. Such invalid correspondences are therefore not considered when computing the error above. However, having a large number of such pixels would reflect poorly on the performance of an algorithm. We therefore report the percentage of valid indices resulting from the algorithms.

3. Outliers: We use the Chauvenet’s criterion [Cha63] to remove outliers when computing the error measure, and report the number of outliers that are removed in each experiment. This criterion can also be used as a measure to check the robustness of the different algorithms.

5.1. Defocus

In order to evaluate the impact of projector defocus, we have taken a complex shape and generated projection patterns under varying projection aperture. We selected the dancing children model because it occupies a wide area when viewed in its upright pose and it consists of surface features of varying size and shape. Both properties are useful to highlight the defocus effect of the projector. In order to emphasize the impact of defocus, scenes are rendered only with direct illumination and a Lambertian material.

We present the results of this experiment in Figure 8. We observe that variations in the shape or orientation of the object can produce different results. Nevertheless, such changes are not significant because they reflect only variations of the ratio between the area of patches that are in focus and the total area of the object. We have also verified this claim for a simple spherical object – see the supplementary material for details.
Note that Ensemble performs the best for small aperture in error, valid indices, and outliers, up to an aperture of approximately 0.02. Past this, however, it starts to take on a somewhat large number of outliers relative to the other methods, while Microphase supercedes it in all three evaluation measures. Although Unstructured overall produces the smallest number of outliers relative to Ensemble, its performance in mean error is overall much worse. Furthermore, even when Unstructured produces an equivalent number of outliers to these methods, it still contains higher error. This is indicative that methods which project stripes (be it binary or sinusoidal patterns) into the scene tend to combat the artifacts of defocus more effectively.

5.2. Sub-surface Scattering

To evaluate the effect of translucency in materials across the algorithms (see results in Figure 9) we employ the dragon model. This model contains varying levels of depth throughout the shape, resulting in spatially-varying translucency in the camera image. As mentioned earlier, the degree of translucency is controlled by the mean free path, which determines the distance light scatters in the shape’s interior. Therefore, for each camera pixel intersecting the surface, we have the mean free path expressed in pixel units. Similar to defocus, subsurface scattering results in low-pass filtering of the incident illumination which can severely blur the projected patterns. Because of this local property, shape and pose do not change the plots significantly.

The mean error plot shows that Ensemble is superior at first, from values of 0.0002 to 0.0027 (see details in Figure 10). However, past approximately 0.004, Ensemble becomes highly unstable due to severe blurring in the patterns, making them hard to correctly decode. Here we see a significant difference in the methods, where although Ensemble, Microphase, and Unstructured all rely on high-frequency patterns at some level, we see that only Ensemble and Unstructured remain stable for highly translucent materials. In general, Microphase outperforms Unstructured as indicated by the smaller error and larger number of valid indices, though for higher translucency Microphase begins to produce a large number of outliers. Interestingly, we observe that Graycodes remains rather stable in terms of outliers at the expense a slightly higher error compared to Microphase, indicative that low-frequency patterns remain robust to high levels of translucency.

We also see that for Ensemble and Microphase, the peaks in their outliers are correlated with significant increases in mean error. This is because, at these values, Chauvenet’s criterion begins to take outliers into the computation of the mean error.

5.3. Inter-reflection

In order to benchmark the algorithms with respect to inter-reflections, we conduct two experiments. The first experiment fixes the shape and considers the level of reflectivity as a parameter, in order to observe how these methods behave as the material changes. The second experiment fixes the material, and considers the concavity of a shape as a parameter, in order to measure how the methods perform under increasing amounts of inter-reflections.

For the first experiment, a shape which results in high levels of inter-reflections should be used to stress test the algorithms’ performance. Therefore, we model a concave bowl, a widely used surface in the literature. We place the bowl in a pose that favors the inter-reflection of light originating from the projector.

Figure 8: Defocus results parameterized by the aperture of the projector. On the bottom row, we show the artifact effect as the aperture increases. The axis on top of each plot denotes, in terms of pixel units, the size of the circle of confusion corresponding to point closest to the projector.
Figure 9: Subsurface scattering results parameterized by the mean free path that the light travels in the surface. On the bottom row, we show the artifact effect as the mean free path increases. The axis on top of each plot denotes, in terms of pixel units, the value of mean free path for a point placed halfway between the maximum and minimum depth of the projector.

Figure 10: Zoomed inset highlighting the left plot of Figure 9.

The results are shown in Figure 11. The x-axis of the plots represents different material properties in the increasing order of the errors resulting from Graycodes. Initially, Graycodes has a small mean error, but contains lots of outliers. Then, as the mean error grows and more outliers become part of the computation, the number of outliers is reduced.

An interesting observation in the left plot is the similar performance between Ensemble, Unstructured and Microphase. Indeed, these methods completely solve the inter-reflection problem across all but three materials. The difference among these algorithms is highlighted in the middle and left plots. Microphase has the best performance in the number of valid indices followed by Ensemble and Unstructured. In the right plot, Unstructured is better whereas Ensemble followed by Microphase have much more outliers.

To evaluate inter-reflection across shapes, we fix the aluminum material (index 17 in Figure 11) and smooth the concavity of the bowl (see Figure 12). Consistent with the previous plots, we see that Unstructured performs the best in terms of mean error, at the expense of a slightly higher number of invalid correspondences. We also note that Microphase and Ensemble perform similarly for higher levels of concavity, yet Microphase has a higher number of valid correspondences and a lower number of outliers, indicating its stability over Ensemble for increasing inter-reflections.

5.4. Discussion

The results from the different experiments provide us with various insights into the performance of the different algorithms. Below, we summarize the most relevant observations:

1. Ensemble is more appropriate for short-range effects when low parameter values are considered. At higher values Microphase tends to be more stable.
2. Despite the unfavorable results in the inter-reflection experiments, Graycodes is shown to be very resilient to short-range effects (defocus and subsurface-scattering) in producing outliers and invalid column indices. Indeed, low significant bits are represented by high frequencies which are affected progressively as the parameter value increases.
3. In general, Microphase, Ensemble and Unstructured perform well for wide range effects.

6. Conclusion

Evaluating the performance of structured lighting algorithms is difficult due to not only the physical operations involved, but also due to the large variation in the shape and material properties of the objects being scanned. In order to enable an exhaustive evaluation of the SL scanners, we first constructed a synthetic scanner using advanced physically
Based rendering techniques to simulate a real scanner. Using this simulator, we create a benchmark for SL scanners using state of the art structured lighting algorithms. We did this by evaluating the performance of the different algorithms in the presence of artifacts due to global illumination, such as inter-reflections and sub-surface scattering, as well as imperfections caused by projector defocus across a variety of material and shape configurations. We expect this benchmark to enable better design of future algorithms and help compare them with the current state of the art.

While we cover three types of artifacts in our benchmark, they are by no means exhaustive. For instance, we assume that the scanner free of noise. In future, we intend to extend this benchmark by introducing different levels of noise into the scanner.

While this work focused on studying the behavior of structured lighting techniques by emphasizing on each type of artifact by isolating them, we intend to expand the benchmark in the future by evaluating the algorithms on different combinations of the artifacts. The above framework will also help us study the affect of applying post processing / progressive techniques [XAO9] to existing methods. We also plan on using the benchmark to learn and automatically suggest techniques to be used for a given scene.
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